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Indigenous Evangelists and Questions of Authority in the British Empire
1750-1940 2015-08-25 this is the first full length historical study of
indigenous evangelists across a range of societies geographical regions and
colonial regimes and the first to focus on the complex issues of authority
surrounding the evangelists
Issues in the Semantics and Pragmatics of Xhosa Questions 1983 in this volume
scholars honor m rita manzini for her contributions to the field of
generative morphosyntax the essays in this book celebrate her career by
continuing to explore inter area research in linguistics and by pursuing a
broad comparative approach investigating and comparing different languages
and dialects
Linguistic Variation: Structure and Interpretation 2019-12-16 a phrase book
for health care professionals who need to communicate with xhosa speaking
patients it includes introductory exchanges aimed at putting patients at ease
history taking physical examination and the explanations required to inform
patients about the nature of special investigations
An English-Xhosa Companion for Health-care Professionals 1996 dedicated to
martin fishbein the premier social psychologist in the area of attitude and
attitude change this volume focuses on his work as the codeveloper of
reasoned action theory an approach to behavioral prediction and change that
has been used in thousands of research studies immediately after fishbein s
death the annenberg public policy center at the university of pennsylvania
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established a memorial lecture series in his honor this volume offers ten
formal papers derived from those lectures starting with a summary of the
evolution of reasoned action theory and a quantitative analysis of the
current approach followed by a discussion of ways to expand the capacity of
the theory and concluding with current examples of state of the art
applications of reasoned action theory focusing on different types of
behavioral interventions these articles attest to the general applicability
of the theory and the heterogeneous contexts in which the theory can be
productively applied together they compose the most up to date treatment of
the quantitative analysis of reasoned action theory currently available and
they show that there is considerable justification for comparing the reasoned
action approach to other well known scientific theories this volume will
appeal to students of political sociology and public health to a
multidisciplinary scholarly audience in sociology public affairs and social
work and to public health practitioners and foundation grant specialists
Advancing Reasoned Action Theory 2012-02-22 practical phonetics and phonology
presents the essentials of the subject in a lively way whilst stressing the
day to day applications of phonetics and phonology covers all the core
concepts of speech science such as the phoneme syllable structure production
of speech vowel and consonant possibilities glottal settings stress rhythm
intonation and the surprises of connected speech incorporates classic
readings from key names in the discipline including david abercrombie david
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crystal dennis fry daniel jones peter ladefoged and steven pinker includes an
audio cd containing a collection of samples provided by genuine speakers of
twenty five accent varieties from britain ireland the usa canada australia
new zealand south africa india singapore and west africa new features of this
edition include new readings by peter trudgill and john wells a section on
english orthography an appendix of websites dealing with phonetics and
accents of english revised and updated activities and examples the
accompanying cd now includes british estuary english and new york english the
second edition of practical phonetics and phonologywill appeal to all
students of english language and linguistics and those training for a
certificate in tefl the accompanying website to this book can be found at
routledge com textbooks 9780415425148
Practical Phonetics and Phonology 2003 routledge english language
introductions cover core areas of language study and are one stop resources
for students assuming no prior knowledge books in the series offer an
accessible overview of the subject with activities study questions sample
analyses commentaries and key readings all in the same volume the innovative
and flexible two dimensional structure is built around four sections
introduction development exploration and extension which offer self contained
stages for study revised and updated throughout this fourth edition of
practical english phonetics and phonology presents the essentials of the
subject and their day to day applications in an engaging and accessible
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manner covers all the core concepts of phonetics and phonology such as the
phoneme syllable structure production of speech vowel and consonant
possibilities glottal settings stress rhythm intonation and the surprises of
connected speech incorporates classic readings from key names in the
discipline outlines the sound systems of six key languages from around the
world spanish french italian german polish and japanese is accompanied by a
brand new companion website which hosts a collection of samples provided by
genuine speakers of 25 accent varieties from britain ireland the usa canada
australia new zealand south africa india singapore and west africa as well as
transcriptions further study questions answer keys links to further reading
and numerous recordings to accompany activities in the book this edition has
been completely reorganised and new features include updated descriptions of
the sounds of modern english and the adoption of the term general british gb
considerable expansion of the treatment of intonation including new
recordings and two new readings by david crystal and john wells written by
authors who are experienced teachers and researchers this best selling
textbook will appeal to all students of english language and linguistics and
those training for a certificate in tefl
Practical English Phonetics and Phonology 2019-04-26 cognitive screening
instruments a practical approach provides a practical and structured overview
of some of the most commonly used and easily available cognitive screening
instruments applicable in the outpatient clinic and bedside setting dementia
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and cognitive disorders are now recognised as an increasing public health
problem both in terms of patient numbers and cost as populations age
throughout the world despite this many patients with dementia never receive a
formal diagnosis with implications for their appropriate care and management
diagnostic tests which identify cases of dementia therefore have an important
role expert authors from around the world equip the reader of cognitive
screening instruments a practical approach with clear instructions on the
usage of each screening instrument its strengths and weaknesses the time
required for administration and rules on scoring such as how to correct for
variations in the patient s age or education and suggested cut off scores
cognitive screening instruments a practical approach is a handy illustrated
guide and a valuable diagnostic aid for practitioners working closely with
patients with dementia and mild cognitive impairment this volume will be of
use both to clinicians and to professionals in disciplines allied to medicine
who are called upon to assess patients with possible cognitive disorders
including neurologists old age psychiatrists neuropsychologists primary care
physicians dementia support workers and members of memory assessment teams
Cognitive Screening Instruments 2012-07-27 the purpose of this publication is
to indicate that xhosa iintsomi folktales are structured in such a way that
many links or commonalities emerge when a comparison between tales is made
orally transmitted literary forms had to endure much prejudice and were often
not considered worthy of study however in many different cultures all over
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the world the concept of oral literature and its functioning still exists
there are various forms of oral literature but one of the best known is the
folktale folklorist and formalist vladimir propp 1895 1970 aimed to describe
the story structure of russian folktales according to a linear sequence of
the acts of the characters using one hundred folktales he illustrated how the
storylines of these tales are remarkably similar identical actions are often
performed only by different characters the somewhat surprising and obvious
links between propp s material and xhosa iintsomi prompted the choice of
propp s model as the departure point for this comparative study forty five
xhosa folktales were chosen because of their literary quality and suitability
to propp s methodology as a tool to organise the xhosa data on the grounds of
structural features that characterise this genre
Xhosa and Russian Folktales 2019-07-26 hibbert explores south africa s higher
education crisis utilising case studies and first hand experiences with
english as the language of instruction the historical overview provides a
framework with which to understand the complicated nature of using english as
a language of instruction in south africa past and present student narratives
are presented to illustrate mainly breakthroughs but also challenges an
overview is provided of imported english teaching methodologies and how they
have emerged and developed in the local educational system over decades it is
demonstrated how these methodologies relate to socio economic and political
events and trends at each juncture by applying defamiliarisation as a
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research method of investigation students translanguaging struggles are
recorded and discussed both pre pandemic and in the pandemic period the
experiences of non monolingual english speaking staff and students and of
local english african language bilinguals is foregrounded as they are by far
the majority in south african higher education and schools the relevance of
the experiences and learning paths of those staff and students is enhanced
this book aids lecturers across disciplines and english language facilitators
in the improvement of english acquisition curricula through exposure to
arguments case studies and learning path narratives in this volume and
prompts and inspires researchers to develop further theories and experiments
in their own context
English as a Language of Learning, Teaching and Inclusivity 2023-08-18 marion
keim maintains that through properly organized sport south africans can learn
to play together with respect learn to all be on the same team and in the
process contribute to the building of a new south africa
Nation Building at Play 2003 this volume is part of the definitive edition of
letters written by and to charles darwin the most celebrated naturalist of
the nineteenth century notes and appendixes put these fascinating and wide
ranging letters in context making the letters accessible to both scholars and
general readers darwin depended on correspondence to collect data from all
over the world and to discuss his emerging ideas with scientific colleagues
many of whom he never met in person the letters are published chronologically
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volume 21 includes letters from 1873 the year in which darwin received
responses to his work on human and animal expression also in this year darwin
continued his work on carnivorous plants and plant movement finding
unexpected similarities between the plant and animal kingdoms raised a
subscription for his friend thomas henry huxley and decided to employ a
scientific secretary for the first time his son francis
The Correspondence of Charles Darwin: Volume 21, 1873 2014-01-23 this book
offers far reaching insights into perceptions of conflict in south africa
claude hélène mayer s approach is remarkable because she imparts the
recollections of numerous people from diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds
the author captures the essence of about one hundred interviews reflecting
disparate attitudes towards social changes in the post apartheid republic of
south africa unexpected statements for example with respect to the continued
existence of internalized apartheid are carefully analyzed and
hermeneutically understood at the beginning of the research presumptions
might have raised expectations for the similarity between the narrative
interviews however it becomes clear during the reading of this work that each
interview was itself unique and each created a unique situation between the
interviewer and the interviewee inviting the reader to listen again and again
to the spoken and analyzed words the thorough months long field stays from
1999 until 2004 emphasize the researcher s exhaustive effort better to
understand the perspective of the interviewees in addition to the book s
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research related merits its data can increase the cultural competence of
those readers who are interested in information on specific predominant
cultural standards in present day south africa readers can more fully
appreciate how the people in south africa live a special dynamic form of
their unmatched unity in diversity
Artificial Walls. South African Narratives on Conflict, Difference and
Identity 2005-03-23 monograph examining english as it is spoken by the xhosa
people in south africa
Xhosa Phrase Book and Vocabulary 1981 this autobiographical novel captures
the confusion and longing of a young boy grappling with culture family and
fear
Interpellations, Questions and Replies of the National Council of Provinces
1997 the book revisits a study conducted in 1994 on subjects defined as
historically disadvantaged by the apartheid regime however despite the
ravages of that regime these individuals had succeeded and gotten
extraordinary opportunities to pursue higher education in colleges and
universities in the u s in the study the subjects discussed and shared their
visions of south africa as a new democracy while coming to terms with the
impact of apartheid a sample of the 1994 subjects are surveyed for this book
the author concludes that in short while south africa has possibilities
several challenges remain in particular economic challenges
Ingxelo yenkqubo Ugunyaziwe Wamazwana Aseciskei 1969 this work provides an
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analysis of how knowledge is constructed and defined by teachers and
lecturers in schools and universities colleges it considers how everyday uses
of reading writing numeracy and science are cast aside in favour of academic
language and academic discourse arguing that such discourses are alien to
learners daily experiences and are therefore difficult to acquire and adopt
chapters examine literacies of english mathematics and science as practised
in and outside schools and colleges the book is interdisciplinary and
multicultural adopting perspectives from the uk usa south africa india brazil
and kenya it should be of interest to a wide market of educationalists
including those involved in educational policy making teacher education
cultural multicultural studies development studies anthropology and adult and
continuing education
The Calendar 1991 the political changes in south africa have led to the
country being viewed as a standard bearer for democracy within the african
continent and a beacon for democratic reform globally in this book heather
deegan looks at political reform in south africa within a broad framework of
global patterns of democratization her account is rooted in modern literature
on democracy and democratization and it is illuminated by interviews carried
out at local and national level among members of the anc the inkartha freedom
party the national party various women s organizations labour and economic
groups traditional ethnic organizations township representatives and
religious groups
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Debates of the Transkei Legislative Assembly 1973 shows how contemporary
adaptations on the stage and on the page can breathe new life into greek
tragedy
The Education Gazette of the Province of the Cape of Good Hope 1982 xhosa
oral poetry has defied the threats to its integrity over two centuries to
take its place in a free south africa this volume establishes the background
to this poetic re emergence preserving and transmitting the voice of the
xhosa poet
South African journal of African languages 1995 the anglo zulu war the most
famous of britain s lte ninetweenth century campaigns of colonial conquest
was not fought in isolation along with the two anglo pedi wars the ninth cape
frontier war and the northern border war it was one in a brutal series of
interconnected and overlapping wars which the british waged between 1877 1879
to crush and disarm the remaining independent black states of south africa
fusing the widely differing african and european perspectives on events the
author probes the fateful decisions taken by statesmen and military commandrs
analyses military operations and their destructive impact on combatants and
civilians alike and explores why so many africans chose to fight as
auxiliaries and levies alongside the bruitish instead of against them jacket
Corpus Linguistics and World Englishes 2010-01-01 originally published in
1980 this book examines the self government constitution administrative and
party system of the ciskei which was one of the black homelands created by
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the government of the republic of south africa in its pursuit of separate
development it has since been reintegrated into south africa becoming part of
the eastern cape province the book discusses how because poverty was endemic
and agricultural resources poorly developed the region was dependent on the
encapsulating white area for jobs capital entrepreneurial skills and markets
it examines how the existence of job opportunities in contiguous white areas
has stimulated the growth of black towns it has also inhibited their
development the book considers the role of the mass media played illustrating
how both traditional oral forms and contemporary mass media depended
ultimately on white input and were thus oriented towards white rather than
black politics
Christianity and Xhosa Tradition 1975 in recent decades the debate among
scholars lawyers politicians and others about how societies deal with their
past has been constant and intensive legal institutions and collective
memories situates the processes of transitional justice at the intersection
between legal procedures and the production of collective and shared meanings
of the past building upon the work of maurice halbwachs this collection of
essays emphasises the extended role and active involvement of contemporary
law and legal institutions in public discourse about the past and explores
their impact on the shape that collective memories take in the course of time
the authors uncover a complex pattern of searching for truth negotiating the
past and cultivating the art of forgetting their contributions explore the
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ambiguous and intricate links between the production of justice truth and
memory the essays cover a broad range of legal institutions countries and
topics these include transitional trials as monumental spectacles as well as
constitutional courts and the restitution of property rights in central and
eastern europe and australia the authors explore the biographies of victims
and how their voices were repressed as in the case of korean comfort women
they explore the role of law and legal institutions in linking individual and
collective memories in the transitional period through processes of
lustration and they analyse divided memories about the past and their impact
on future reconciliation in south africa the collection offers a genuinely
comparative approach allied to cutting edge theory
Lumko Xhosa Self-instruction Course 1969 this book presents new work on how
merge and formal features two basic factors in the minimalist program should
determine the syntactic computation of natural language merge combines
simpler objects into more complex ones formal features establish dependencies
within objects in this book leading scholars examine the intricate ways in
which these two factors interact to generate well formed derivations in
natural language it is divided into two parts concerned with formal features
and interpretable features a subset of formal features the authors combine
grammatical theory with the analysis of data drawn from a wide range of
languages both in the adult grammar and in first language acquisition the
mechanisms at work in linguistic computation are considered in relation to a
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variety of linguistic phenomena including a binding a dependencies and
reconstruction agreement word order adjuncts pronouns and complementizers
English T/g Gr7 2018-03-23 educators and researchers in variety of locations
increasingly encounter linguistically and socio culturally diverse groups of
students in their classrooms and lecture halls this book examines everyday
forms of talk and writing in relation to standardised forms and schooling
expectations to suggest ways forward in educational discourse
The South African Mosaic II 1969
Dictionary English-Xhosa, Xhosa-English 2012-10-12
Challenging Ways Of Knowing 1983
Understanding, Acceptability, and Preference for Advertisements in Selected
Languages Among Blacks in Soweto 1975
The Teaching and Learning of Xhosa as a Foreign Language in South African
Schools and Universities with Special Reference to Efforts Being Made to
Speak, Read, and Write the Language 2005-08-04
South Africa Reborn: Building A New Democracy 2021-04
Adapting Greek Tragedy 1998
Xhosa Poets and Poetry 1978
African Books in Print 2014-05-27
Zulu Warriors 1966
A Practical Course in Xhosa 2022-10-05
Ciskei 2009-08-03
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Legal Institutions and Collective Memories 2009-01-29
Merging Features 2014-11-12
Educating for Language and Literacy Diversity 1996
Interpellations, Questions and Replies of the National Assembly
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